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Smart Traffic
Systems Expanded

Vision
Mission

Vision
Safe and Smooth Transport for All

Mission
Develop and Manage integrated and
sustainable Roads and transportation
systems at a world-class level, and provide
pioneered services to all.
Stakeholders for their happiness, and
support Dubai’s vision through Shaping the
future, preparing policies and legislations,
adopting.
Technologies and innovations, and
implementing world-class practices and
Standards.

The Symphony of Tolerance
The UAE is the home of global tolerance, co-existence and multiculturalism. The
country accommodates more than 200 nationalities, all living and enjoying decent life
and respect.

H.E. Mattar Al Tayer

Director General and Chairman of
the Board of Executive Directors

In celebration of its 9th Public Transport Day (Nov 1st), the Roads and Transport
Authority has held the largest human chain bringing together male and female youth
from 96 nationalities, registering a Guinness World Record of the largest human chain,
highlighting the culture of diversity and co-existence characterising the UAE.
RTA is keen on diversifying the awareness messages to the community about the
importance of using public transit means with the aim of making them the first choice
of citizens, residents and visitors in their daily mobility, be it for business or leisure.
The Public Transport Day is an important initiative for diffusing the culture of public
transport and supporting Dubai efforts to improve the environment, achieve sustainable
development and increase public transport ridership. It is a way of promoting RTA’s
modern mass transit means comprising of the metro, tram, buses, and marine transport
with the aim of achieving the integration of multi-modal transport.
The integrated public transport is a key component of people mobility around Dubai.
The public transport ridership soared from 163m in 2006 to 551m in 2017. The Dubai
Metro is the backbone of public transport as it commutes about 700 thousand riders
per day. Since launched on 9/9/2009 till last October, the Metro has served about 1.2
billion riders. Accordingly, the share of public transport in people mobility had grown
from 6% in 2006 to 17% in 2017, and the RTA is striving to push this rate to as much as
30% by 2030.
RTA is making every effort to upgrade the infrastructure of public transport, improve
public transport efficiency and widen the delivery of smart services to the public. It has
made significant progress in the completion of Route 2020 Project for the extension
of the Metro Red Line to the site of Expo. Plans are in hand for the expansion of bus
coverage to 20 new districts and the increase of air-conditioned bus shelters to 787
shelters by 2020. The Plan also envisages beefing up the bus fleet to 1917 by 2020 and
revamping the marine transit modes.
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Our news

The Flag fluttering on “KhalifaSat” hymn
   
The

Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) on Thursday, November 2, has taken part in the
celebrations marking the UAE’s Flag Day, in an annual response to the national initiative
launched in 2012 by His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai.
HE Mattar Al Tayer, Director-General and Chairman of the Board
of Executive Directors of the Roads and Transport Authority
(RTA), hoisted the UAE’s flag on the RTA’s Head Office, in the
presence of the RTA’s CEOs, directors and staff members. Al Tayer
beamed with pride on this occasion, which translates the rock-solid cohesion enjoyed by Emirati people, thus epitomizing the sense
of belonging to their beloved country and its and allegiance to their
wise leadership. Our leadership has laid down the pillars of the
modern UAE, thus becoming a source of pride, setting an example
to be emulated among nations in development, unity, advancement, with all Emiratis reciprocating their leader’s love.
“The UAE Flag Day on the 3rd of November each year will remain an iconic day in our life embossed by HH Sheikh Khalifa bin
Zayed Al Nahyan, President of the UAE; HH Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum, and Vice President and Prime Minister of
the UAE and Ruler of Dubai who set the path for us to become
rock-solid people, attached to their leadership for the sake of a
country that diffuses peace and love amongst its people. We remain loyal to our flag that is a symbol of our dignity in a country
that has carved out a niche for itself amongst the civilized na-

leadership, a worthy successor to the best predecessor, of His

tions. The Flag Day represents the themes of our identity and

Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan, President of the

the sense of belonging to our country, which provided us with

UAE; His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum,

security, safety, happiness and comprehensive renaissance. We

Vice President and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai;

will follow the drive of unity established by the late Sheikh Zayed

His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown

bin Sultan Al Nahyan and the late Sheikh Rashid bin Saeed Al

Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander of the

Maktoum, who had established a united country, where now

Armed Forces; and their brothers Their Highnesses Members of

citizens, residents and visitors live together under the current

Supreme Council, Rulers of the Emirates,” added Al Tayer.

Enhancing cooperation in
traffic safety with Sweden
HE Mattar Al Tayer, Director-General and Chairman of the Board of Executive Directors of Roads
and Transport Authority (RTA) received HE Henrik Landerholm, Ambassador of the Kingdom of
Sweden to the United Arab Emirates, and his accompanying delegation including representatives of
companies concerned with traffic safety, auto manufacturers and vehicles safety systems.
The meeting intended to strengthen cooperation, share expertise

Ministry of Interior and driving institutes has yielded a reduction

in traffic safety and utilize roads & vehicles smart technologies,

in traffic mortality rate in the emirate of Dubai from 21.7 cases

given that Sweden’s roads are the safest worldwide.

per 100,000 population in 2005 to approximately 2.5 cases per

Al Tayer welcomed the Swedish Ambassador and his accompa-

100,000 population in 2017, a remarkable achievement according

nying delegation, and stressed on the importance of traffic safety,

to international safety standards,” added Al Tayer.

it being a main part of the core pillars of RTA’s business. The civic

The visiting delegation reviewed the Swedish government’s plan

body strives to enforce the highest traffic safety measures and re-

to reduce the number of road-accident fatalities to zero by 2020

duce road fatalities, injuries and accidents.

through upgrading roads, analyzing causes of accidents, and mon-

RTA, along with Dubai Police GHQ have recently approved guide-

itoring compliance with speed limits, setting speed limits on roads

lines of a five-year traffic safety strategy, which includes four main

and preventing driving under the influence of alcohol.

themes: Monitoring & Traffic Enforcement, Roads & Vehicles En-

Attendees of the meeting included Nasser Abu Shehab,

gineering, Traffic Awareness, and Systems & Management Devel-

CEO of Strategy & Corporate Governance Sector, Ahmed

opment. RTA has also sanctioned the Strategic Performance Indi-

Bahrozyan, CEO of Public Transport Agency, Abdul Aziz Al

cators and Dubai’s Traffic Safety Strategy Targets for 2017-2021.

Falahi, CEO of Corporate Technology Support Services Sector,

“The cooperation and coordination between RTA, Dubai Police,

and a host of directors.
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Our news

Unveiling finalists of Dubai World
Challenge for Self-Driving Transport
Submissions exceeded the target by 30%
HE Mattar Al Tayer, Director-General and Chairman of the Board of Executive Directors of Dubai Roads and Transport Authority (RTA), and Chairman of the Dubai
World Congress for Self-Driving Transport, announced that the participation in the
Dubai World Challenge for Self-Driving Transport had exceeded the target by 30%,
by the end of registration phase. Companies, universities, colleges and institutions
from all over the world in the challenge, which is the first and the most sophisticated of its kind worldwide-submitted applications. As most, similar competitions
only focus on local suppliers on a smaller scale. The Dubai World Challenge for
Self-Driving Transport will be the biggest global platform for companies, universities and Research & Development Centers in carrying out self-driving transport
scenarios and introducing self-driving technologies to Dubai roads.
Al Tayer made this statement during a press conference held

As for the local universities, announced finalists were: Dubai Uni-

to announce the finalists of the Challenge. Attendees of the

versity, UAE University, Al Ain University of Science and Tech-

event included Dr. Arif Al Hammadi Executive Vice President

nology, and Abu Dhabi University. Amongst the international

of Khalifa University Ms. Laila Faridoon, Chairperson of the Or-

universities, Friee Berlin University in Germany, CMU in the US,

ganising Committee of the Dubai World Congress for Self-Driv-

Intelligent Systems Lab at Universidad Carlos lll de Madrid in

ing Transport; Dr. Steve Shladover, the International Jury Head

Spain, and UTS in Australia represent the finalists of this category.

of Dubai World Challenge for Self-Driving Transport; and Adel

“The Challenge targeted leading companies, start-ups as well

Shakri, Head of the Dubai World Challenge for Self-Driving

as local and international universities. Its total award amount

Transport Committee.

is more than five million dollars, US$3 million will be allocat-

As announced, the finalists of Leaders Category are: Navya and

ed to leaders category, US$1.5m to start-ups category, and

EasyMile from France, Drive.ai from the USA, Westfield from

US$600,000 to local and foreign universities (US$300,000

the UK, Baidu from China, and 2getthere from the Netherland.

each). A team of international experts in the field of smart mo-

The list of start-ups finalists included: Sensible from Finland,

bility will assess the finalists by several technical criteria.

Derq from the UAE, and IAuto from Taiwan.

“The Dubai World Challenge for Self-Driving Transport aims to

broaden the use of self-driving transport. It seeks to encourage

tity. Nominees will then be judged in their respective categories

the leading companies to cope with the existing challenges of

according to their performance in tests conducted as per the fol-

the First and Last Mile, traffic congestions and the drop in the

lowing standards:

public transport ridership. The driverless transport has become

Technical ability and experience: Vehicle manufacturing, flexibil-

a key pillar of RTA’s strategy, and we are making every endeav-

ity, battery technology, and the command & control system

our to make it a reality in Dubai,” he further explained.

Business aspect: Operability, added value, and relevance to the

Al Tayer also praised the Dubai World Challenge for Self-Driv-

needs of Dubai and the UAE.

ing Transport partners: Telecommunications Regulatory Au-

Operation and service: Innovative solutions, operation method,

thority, Union Properties, Meraas, Dubai Silicon Oasis and

the ability to run services and working hours.

Dubai Future Foundation
“As a leading academic institution in technology innovation,

Types of Tests:

we are proud with this partnership with RTA in organizing the

The Dubai World Challenge for Self-Driving Transport has been

Dubai World Challenge for Self-Driving Transport, and sup-

tailored to three categories of participants:

porting. UAE efforts towards adopting this smart mobility

□

Leaders,

technology,” said Dr Arif Sultan Al Hammadi, Executive Vice

□

start-ups

President of Khalifa University of Science and Technology; a

□

universities (local, international).

co-organiser of the Congress.

The Challenge encompasses a series of tests related to:

“The mobility from and to the public transport means (First/Last

□

Durability and reliability

Mile) is a critical issue for broader use of public transport network.

□

Ability to drive under traffic conditions simulating the reality

The first batch of winning projects represent a host of important

□

Power efficiency and environmental compatibility

and advanced innovations in this field. We wish every success for

□

Electronic safety and security

them in the final round. We believe that such a Challenge will

□

User’s experience

prompt academia, start-ups and industry leaders to explore new

Finalists will be subjected to intensive tests in Dubai in 2019, and

avenues of innovation.”

an international jury panel will review all submissions to select

Challenge Standards

the final winners of the inaugural edition of the Challenge. Winners will be honoured during the first edition of the Dubai World

The Finalists were assessed by several parameters including:

Conference for Self-Driving Transport scheduled to be held in

The credibility, vision, skills and relevant experiences of the en-

October 2019.
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In implementation of MBR’s directives

RTA undertakes AED590m project for
expansion of Smart Traffic Systems

In implementation of the directives of His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice-President and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai, to broaden the scope
of smart traffic systems in support of efforts to rank Dubai as the smartest city worldwide, and
implement smart technologies & programs in order to ease the mobility in Dubai, the Board of
Executive Directors of Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) has endorsed an AED 590m project for the expansion of the smart traffic systems, in a session chaired by HE Mattar Al Tayer,
Director-General and Chairman of the Board of Executive Directors
“This Project is one of the key deliverables of RTA’s Innovation

The Project will also step up the management of traffic move-

Lab (Masar 2030) endorsed by His Highness Sheikh Mohammed

ment at major events, such as Expo 2020,” he added.

bin Rashid Al Maktoum. It encompasses the design and construc-

The Project entails upgrading and expanding the smart traffic

tion of an integrated infrastructure for Dubai smart traffic systems

systems in Dubai by providing an integrated infrastructure of

and the construction of a new Traffic Control Centre at Al Barsha.

smart traffic systems in the Emirate, and the construction of a

It envisages lifting the smart system coverage of Dubai roads

new traffic management system. It will facilitate the manage-

network from the present 11% to 60%,” said Al Tayer.

ment of traffic bottlenecks and accidents, enhance the safety of

“The Project will also cut the time of detecting accidents and con-

road users, and ease personal mobility.

gestions build up and accordingly accelerate the response time.

Due to the massive nature and technical sophistication of the

It will also provide instant traffic information to the public about

project, the initial stage will be split into five key bundles. The

roads network via new Variable Messaging Signs and smart apps.

first covers traffic monitoring & data capturing systems such as

cameras, vehicle detection devices as well as Bluetooth devices
and weather sensors.
The second bundle relates to information signs (dynamic mes-

Al Tayer:The project will expand the coverage of smart traffic systems to 60% of
Dubai roads network

sages), which involves the installation of 112 sign boards providing instant information to drivers about the road condition.

traffic systems. The building will be located in the middle of the

The third bundle involves constructing the infrastructure such as

Emirate to keep pace with the planned expansion of the Smart

civil works, fiber optic lines, and electricity distribution network.

Traffic Systems in Dubai. The new Center will constructed at the

The scope of these works involves the extension of lines span-

highest international standards of control centres, including de-

ning over 400 km.

vices and mega display monitors that are user-friendly control

The fourth bundle covers the advanced central traffic system.

systems for operators and engineers.

The system supports decision taking, ensures an automatic
response, and enables the integration with devices at site as
well as other traffic centres and
operations systems. The first
phase of the Project will expand
the coverage of smart traffic
systems to 60% of Dubai roads
network.
The fifth bundle covers the construction of a Traffic Control Center at Al Barsha South to accommodate the projected increase
in the current and future smart
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First of the new metro
trains arrive in Dubai

HE Mattar Al Tayer, Director-General and Chairman of the Board of Executive Directors
of Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) announced that the first of the new Dubai metro
trains had arrived in Dubai. The train had been transported to the Metro Depot at Rashidiya. The manufacturer will continue supplying the remaining trains in batches, and the last
one is expected to arrive by the end of October 2019.
“RTA will carry the test-run of the first train destined for Route

hance the service level of the Dubai metro. Several improve-

2020 on the Red Line of the Dubai Metro. It will start with the

ments were introduced to the interior design of the new metro

static tests of all operating systems of the train. In the following

carriages to make more room for riders and increase the intake

stage, RTA will embark on dynamic tests, which involve testing

of carriages. Changes include dedicating the last carriage for

the performance of systems while in motion, such as motors,

women and children and leaving part of the first carriage for the

brakes and control systems,” noted Al Tayer.

gold class. Other carriages will be of silver class. Seat distribution

50 trains will be supplied; 15 to serve Expo 2020 and 35 to en-

will be transversal in the gold class, and longitudinal in the silver

class as well as women & children’s carriage. This seats’ config-

to make it usable for standing commuters. Improvements

uration will increase the capacity of each train from 643 riders to

also include the distribution of seats on both sides of the train

696 riders.

and widening the gangway between carriages. The new car-

“Additions enhancements include revamping the designs of

riages are customised to serve “People of Determination’

handles & lighting, using cutting-edge digital signage (VBSD),

and the smooth boarding and alighting of riders as well. The

and an illuminated dynamic map for the metro route & sta-

exterior design of trains will remain unchanged to maintain

tions. They also include using LED power-saving lighting sys-

the design identity of Dubai metro and its familiar colours to

tem and modifying the design of the luggage compartment

the public,” said Al Tayer.
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Constructing three footbridges,
one with four-directional links
at Dubai Marina

According to the directives of His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice-President and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai, to enhance the traffic safety and provide
safe crossings for pedestrians, Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) will start the construction of
three footbridges in different parts of Dubai. One of these bridges is so unique with four escalators
linking the four sides of a key junction at the King Salman bin Abdul Aziz Al Saud Street. It has an
iconic design inspired by the nature of buildings in the area and the coastal surroundings.
“The project covers designing and constructing three pedestrian

trance of the Marina. The area has a great appeal to visitors and

bridges to ensure safe pedestrian crossing. The bridges spread

sea-goers and provides a unique residential experience for resi-

in three Dubai hotspots namely King Salman bin Abdul Aziz Al

dents and visitors of Dubai.

Saud Street at the Marina, Khaled bin Al Waleed Street near

The design of the Bridge front is inspired by the urban nature of

Rif’aa Street intersection, and the Arabian Ranches Street near

the area with a shape and color that fit well with the surrounding

Al Asayel junction,” said HE Mattar Al Tayer, Director-General

buildings. The curved shape of the bridge emulates the coastal

and Chairman of the Board of Executive Directors of Roads and

location as well as the great harmony with the neighborhood.

Transport Authority

The bridge enables pedestrians to move freely between the

The pedestrian bridge on King Salman bin Abdul Aziz Al Saud

four sides of the junction without stopping at the traffic signals. It

Street features an iconic design, the first of its kind in the region.

extends 65m, can accommodate 4000 people per hour, and is

It links four sides of a vital junction of King Salman bin Abdul Aziz

expected to be completed in December 2019.

Al Saud Street with the western street near the JBR and the en-

Constructing a footbridge of this magnitude at the Marina has

been prompted by a host of considerations. The junction is used

accidents (black points), the intensity of traffic movement, the

by about 2300 persons and 2000 vehicles during peak hours.

movement of people between the two sides of the street, and

More than 1000 people cross the junction to head to the JBR

the distance to the nearest pedestrian crossing. Factors dictating

during the weekends. Moreover, the Dubai Tram crosses the in-

the construction of pedestrian bridges also include the locations

tersection every six minutes. The area accommodates two Tram

of public transport stops, markets and shopping centres, public

stations and one bus stop, and there are no pedestrian crossings

& private entities in addition to observations received from the

nearby.

Dubai Police and the public,” elaborated Al Tayer.

“Pedestrians’ safety is a top priority in Roads and Transport Au-

He called on citizens, residents and visitors to use pedestrian

thority. Since inception. It has been keen on providing safe pedes-

bridges and subways when crossing streets. He also called on

trian crossing means. It has set several parameters for selecting

motorists to observe the speed limits and slow-down at pedes-

the locations of these bridges such as the number of run-over

trian crossings for their safety and the safety of road users.
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RTA awards contract of bridges leading to Deira Islands costing AED447m
Roads & Transport Authority (RTA), in coordination with Nakheel, has awarded a contract for the
construction of three bridges leading to Deira Islands. The bridges, which link with the existing bridge
crossing the water canal, consist of six lanes in each direction and will be built at cost of AED447
million. The Project is undertaken in line with the directives of His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai, to implement
road projects related to Shandagha Roads Corridor.
HE Mattar Al Tayer, Director-General and Chairman of the Board

ing traffic from Deira Islands to Al Khaleej Street northward;

of Executive Directors of RTA, said: “The Project aims to im-

a three-lane bridge providing free traffic from Deira Islands

prove the entrances and exits of Deira Islands at the intersection

to Al Khaleej Street southward, and a two-lane bridge of-

of Al Khaleej & Abu Baker Al Siddique Streets. The bridges span

fering free traffic from Al Khaleej Street southward to Deira

1.6 km in total. An additional 140-metre bridge will be construct-

Islands. Al Khaleej Street flyover allows the construction of

ed together with a slip road on Deira Islands side. The existing

two bridges in the direction of Abu Baker Al Siddique Street in

bridge will also undergo improvements including re-pavement,

the future, added Al Tayer.

rails, traffic signs, utility lines and street lighting.”

“The Project will enhance the capacity of Al Khaleej Street over

“The Project includes a two-lane bridge offering free-flow-

1.8 km stretch from Abu Hail intersection northward to Al-Baraha

Hospital southward. Two signalised intersections will be added
at the intersection of Al Khaleej Street with both Abu Hail & Abu
Baker Al Siddique Streets. These improvements are part of future
improvements of Shandagha Roads Network,” he continued.
Nakheel’s Deira Island Project is the Dubai’s new waterfront. It
consists of four man-made islands reclaimed from the Arabian
Gulf along the coast of Deira spanning 17 million square meters;
rendering it the largest development project in Deira. The project comprises the construction of hundreds of hotels, furnished
flats, mixed-use buildings and marinas. The new project is expected to attract about 250,000 residents as well as 80,000
employees.
Traffic studies indicate that the project will generate about
110,000 journeys during peak hours, which requires a huge infrastructure of roads and public transport networks. Three bridges
will be constructed at the main entrances and exits of the Project crossing the water canal, including two entrances at the intersections on Al Khaleej Street with Abu Baker Al-Siddique &
Abu Hail Streets. The third entrance extends from Al Mina Street
parallel to Port Rashid. The flyovers and ramps to be constructed
will ensure direct and free access to the Project.
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Dubai tram lifts 20 m riders
in 4 years of operation

Younes: The Tram contributed in
reducing the carbon footprint by 81%
Since launched on 11 November 2014 up to the end of September 2018, Dubai Tram had transported 20,879,564 riders. The Tram route extends 10.6 kilometres connecting 11 stations, namely JBR 1, JBR 2, JLT, Dubai Marina Mall, Dubai Marina, Marina Towers, Mina Siyahi, Dubai Media City, Palm Jumeirah, Knowledge Village and Al Sufouh. It contributed in reducing the carbon
footprint by 81%.
“The Dubai Tram has revolutionised Dubai’s public transport sys-

on the other has boosted the ridership of mass transit users in

tem offering a new safe and convenient mass transport means

Dubai city,” continued Younes.

covering most visitors and tourist’s attractions areas,” said Abdul

“To ensure the smooth mobility of riders, RTA has linked some

Mohsen Ibrahim Younes, CEO of RTA’s Rail Agency. “The Tram

of the Tram stations with four air-conditioned footbridges built

has significantly contributed to integrating other mass transit

to serve users as well as people on both sides of the road. Two

modes and reducing traffic congestion especially in vital areas,

footbridges were built on Al Sufouh Street, in addition to two

thus enhanced tourism and entertainment in Dubai.”

other bridges linking with TECOM and Dubai Marina Mall to en-

“The Tram is linked to Dubai Metro at two stations on Sheikh

sure safe pedestrian crossing,” added Younes.

Zayed Road: DAMAC Properties and Jumeirah Lakes Towers.

The pedestrian bridges are fully air-conditioned and equipped

Such a link enhances the integration of the two sophisticated

with elevators. They boast of a design harmonious with the ar-

modes enabling the movement of 10,715,568 riders between

chitecture of the Tram and stations. They offer users a high level

these two modes from November 2014 to September 2018.

of comfort enabling them to use elevators as well as slopes to

About 232,323 riders were lifted between the Tram and pub-

meet the needs of people of determination and seniors.

lic buses during the same period. This integration between the

RTA has accorded top priority to the aesthetic view of the Tram

Tram & the Metro on the one hand, and the Tram & public buses

area, where landscaping was very much part of the Dubai Tram

project. Works included landscaping, pedestrian crossing, bike

passenger stations fully aligned with the tram’s doors opening

racks and seating areas along the Tram track. The roads parallel

and shutting mechanism, providing maximum convenience,

to the tramway were also enhanced including 24 intersections.

safety and security for passengers, and at the same time pro-

The Dubai Tram is the first tramway project outside Europe pow-

tecting the quality of the air-conditioning in the interior of both

ered by a ground-based electric supply system extending along

stations and carriages from external climatic conditions. The

the track, thus obviating the need for catenary cables. It is also

Tram won the Hamdan Bin Mohammed Smart Government

the world’s first tramway that uses Platform Screen Doors in

Award as the best new service in 2015.
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nol card is valid to pay for
purchases at Carrefour chain

Users of nol cards issued by Dubai’s Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) can now use
their cards to pay for purchases at all retail outlets of Carrefour affiliated to Majid Al
Futtaim Group across Dubai. The procedure has been enabled through a Mercury payment scheme, a leading firm in this field.
“This service is now available at Carrefour retail outlets in Dubai.

“Enabling different spectrums of the community to use their

cardholders can use them in payment for light and quick pur-

nol cards in paying for their purchases is in line with RTA’s third

chases at these outlets, which are compatible with the Points of

strategic goals (People Happiness). RTA is making every effort

Sale of the payment platform, over and above their use in mo-

to explore the best means of boosting the happiness of UAE

bility purposes,” said Khaled Al Awadi, Director of Automated

people, be it citizens, residents, tourists or visitors. It seeks to

Fare Collection Systems at RTA’s Corporate Technology Support

provide them with safe and secure solutions that make their life

Services Sector.

style better and smoother. RTA is continuously cooperating with

“This initiative is an important step towards realizing RTA’s ob-

reputed global entities to achieve this end.

jective of bringing happiness to nol card holders in Dubai through

“This step will undoubtedly support the ambition of Dubai to

offering them diversified use of their cards. The initiative is com-

become the smartest city in the world within three years, which

patible with the Smart City initiative aimed to rank Dubai as the

warrants the use of edge-cutting technologies. The initiative

smartest city in the world. Achieving this objective requires de-

encompasses excellence and innovation; the key ingredients of

veloping advanced applications that enable people to benefit

realizing the Smart City vision,” explained Al Awadi.

from the diverse package of services they use on a daily basis.

Miguel Bovidano, CEO of Operations cum Director of Excellence

“Whenever cardholders use their cards in payment for purchases at

at Majid Al Futtaim Retail Group, was encouraged by this initia-

Carrefour and other available nol card payment-enabled outlets in

tive. “This shopping initiative reflects the commitment of Car-

the UAE, they will earn loyalty points under nol Plus Programme

refour to offer a smooth and exceptional shopping experience

recently launched by RTA in GITEX 2018,” added Al Awadi.

for clients. It also seeks to attract new segments of consumers

‘Week without Service Centres’ makes 192
smart services accessible to customers
Dubai’s Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) took part in the ‘Week without Service Centres’
initiative (21-25 October) by running 192 smart services. RTA has taken this step in support of
the Dubai’s Department of Finance initiative rolled out for the second straight year. Several
public entities will take part in the initiative.
“RTA will contribute to this initiative by availing 192 smart to all

“These channels are ready to deliver services that will bring hap-

spectrums of the community. Such services will be easily acces-

piness to clients through saving the time and hassles of visiting

sible to clients via smartphones, computers, self-service ma-

service centres. The step contributes to the green economy and

chines and the Call Centre,” said Ahmed Mahboub, Director of

environmental sustainability by reducing the carbon footprint.

Customers’ Happiness at RTA’s Corporate Administrative Sup-

It also supports the “Dubai Paperless Strategy,” which aims to

port Services Sector.

eliminate paper consumption in daily government transactions

through capitalizing on innovative & smart means that make

efit of all people. Such a strategy involves empowering people

their shopping an enjoyable experience. These are the pillars

and enabling them to achieve optimal happiness. It is therefore

of Majid Al Futtaim’s vision aimed at ensuring the happiness of

imperative to develop smart and innovative solutions, such as

people every day,” he said.

the use of nol cards in payment for purchases in various outlets.

The UAE Government is adopting a strategy aimed at building

The process contributes to providing more flexible and faster

smart cities to lay the foundation for a better future to the ben-

payment methods.

after 2021, and will contribute in conserving resources, reducing
expenses and growing revenues.”
“RTA’s Call Center (8009090) will be accessible to the public
24/7 and so are the self-service machines spreading all over
Dubai. Currently, there are 20 machines, and the plan is to increase the number to 55 machines by 2020. RTA has worked
on an awareness campaign to educate the public on the ‘Week
without Service Centres’ initiative and its importance in building
a sustainable future for the city,” he added.
“The ‘Week without Centres’ initiative reflects the official government drive in coaxing the digitalization and automation of all services. It contributes to realising all strategic goals of RTA, namely
the first goal (Smart Dubai), and the third goal (People Happiness).
It supports the Pioneering and Excellent Government as part of
the six strategies of Dubai 2021,” concluded Mahboub.
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RTA operates four bus routes to serve
visitors of Global Village on Nov 1

The Public Transport Agency at Dubai’s Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) will operate four dedicated bus routes for serving visitors of the Global Village as of November 1. The launch of the service concurs with the opening of the Global Village season 2018. The four bus routes are 102, 103, 104 and 106.
“RTA is keen on bringing happiness to the public transport riders

response to the needs of mass transit riders and copes well with

including visitors of the Global Village in Dubai. We are constant-

the upswing seen by Dubai.

ly prepared to meet the growing demand for this service, which

“Route 103 starts from Ittihad M/S to the Global Village via

total number of users during the last season of the Global Village

Al Rabat Street. Route 104 starts off Ghubaiba Station to the

reached 350,758 visitors between November 2017 and April

Global Village via Jafiliya M/S. In view of the growing de-

2018,” said Mohammed Abu Bakr Al Hashmi, Director of Planning

mand for the bus service, RTA had launched last year the two

and Business Development at RTA’s Public Transport Agency.

Routes 102 from Rashidiya M/S heading directly to the Glob-

“The four bus routes will start operation on the first of November

al Village, and Route 106 from Mall of the Emirates Station to

to serve visitors of the Global village. The service offers a quick

the Global Village,” he said.

Endorsing Dubai Careers App as official
platform for offering vacancies
Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) has endorsed ‘Dubai Careers App’ as an official platform for offering vacancies. The step supports the government efforts to
rank Dubai as the smartest and happiest city in the world.
“RTA’s endorsement of the ‘Dubai Careers App’ will enhance the

both human resources staff and job seekers,” said Mansour Al

user’s experience through providing a standardized platform for

Falasi, Director of Human Resources and Development at RTA’s

RTA raises around AED 20m from Zayed
Centennial open plates auction and the proceeds of the six Z-coded plates will go to
charitable activities
The Dubai’s Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) has revealed that its 100th Open Distinctive Number
Plates Auction held yesterday at the Hilton Dubai Hotel, Al Habtoor City had fetched AED 20 million.
The fancied dual-number plate (AA88) which raised one million

RTA had offered 80 eye-catching plates of two, three, four and

800 thousands dirhams, and (Z68), which refers the first meet-

five-digits of Code J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U and X. These

ing between the late Sheikh Zayed and the late Sheikh Rashid bin

plates are highlighted by the six exclusive plates of Code (Z). The

Saeed Al Maktoum at Al Sumeih to unify all Emirates on the Gulf

Auction also featured the offering of the exquisite binary plate

Coast, and raised one million 400 thousands dirhams, proved a

(AA88). The six exclusive plates of Code (Z) were; (Z1918): which

hit with clients accounting for most proceeds of the auction which

has a symbolic reference to the birth date of the late Sheikh Zayed.

has witnessed an intense competition between registered bid-

(Z1946): Refers to the year Sheikh Zayed took the reins of power at

ders representing a diverse cast of community members.

Al Ain city. (Z1968) and Z68): Bear reference to the first meeting be-

The proceeds of plates bearing Code (Z) symbolising historic mile-

tween the late Sheikh Zayed and the late Sheikh Rashid bin Saeed

stones in the life of the late Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan

Al Maktoum at Al Sumeih to unify all Emirates on the Gulf Coast.

will be allocated to charitable activities in collaboration with the

(Z1971): Symbolizes the establishing the UAE federation. (Z2018):

Department of Islamic Affairs and Charitable Activities in Dubai.

Represents Zayed Centenary, which is also the Year of Zayed.

Corporate Administrative Support Services Sector.

Government initiative and enhances the sustainability drive of

The process enables the integration with various social media

‘Paperless Government.’ The systems eliminates the use of paper

channels, such as LinkedIn Business Page. This integration will

forms in the recruitment process and replaces them by e-forms.

considerably save the time, effort and cost, and enable the HR

“The endorsement of the system for offering RTA’s vacancies

& Development Department to screen and select the most

will enhance the integration with the Government Resource

talented and competent applicants, thanks to the implemen-

Planning System and the Business Intelligence, and generate

tation of the top international standards of attracting talents in

several reports when needed. The system is configured with so-

the system.

cial media channels highlighted by LinkedIn Business Page, and

The system is easy to access and use through various smart de-

avails of several other inherent benefits such as video interviews

vices. It reflects the commitment of RTA to implement the Dubai

and the use of Artificial Intelligence features,” added Al Falasi.
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A Mobile Charging Station for
Electric Vehicles
HE Mattar Al Tayer, Director-General and Chairman of the Board of Executive Directors of Roads and
Transport Authority (RTA), has launched the Mobile Charging Station for Electric Vehicles. The launch
supports the UAE Green Development Strategy. It is part of a long-term national initiative for building
a Green Economy in the UAE under the theme “Green Economy for Sustainable Development.” It will
also encourage people to own environmentally friendly electric vehicles.
RTA will exhibit the vehicle at the Water, Energy, Technology,

Station for Electric Vehicles rolled out by RTA in support of

and Environment Exhibition (WETEX 2018), which will start to-

the use of environmentally friendly vehicles and sustainable

morrow (Tuesday) and continue until Thursday.

transit means. The initiative is also compatible with the Dubai

Al Tayer heeded to a briefing by Nasir Bu Shehab, CEO

Integrated Energy Strategy2030, Dubai Plan 2021 and the

of Strategy and Corporate Governance, about the Mobile

UAE Vision 2021.

Charging Station for Electric Vehicles. The initiative aims to

He indicated that RTA is supplying the Dubai Taxi Corpo-

reduce carbon emissions of the transport sector and support

ration with 200 Tesla electric vehicles boasting of several

the response to emergency cases. The vehicle can travel to

features of self-driving technologies to beef up the limo

recharge the customer’s vehicle on demand to enable the cli-

fleet of the DTC. 50 of these electric vehicles had already

ent to continue the journey to the destination or the nearest

started operation, 75 others will be added before the end

electric recharging station. The initiative will boost public con-

of this year, and the remaining 75 vehicles will be supplied

fidence in the use of electric vehicles as a reliable alternative

in 2019. DTC had coordinated with the concerned entities to

to fuel-powered vehicles.

ensure the operation of these vehicles by providing 13 elec-

Al Tayer was delighted with the launch of the Mobile Charging

tric charging stations.

Recycling and reusing 60% of building &
drilling materials for reuse in road projects
RTA’s Traffic and Roads Agency has endorsed a plan to implement Green Economy initiatives for the recycling of constructional waste materials generated by building and drilling
works, and reusing it in roads construction projects. The initiative contributes to the implementation of local and federal strategic plans and objectives, including the ‘UAE Green Development Strategy,’ which contributes to the fruition of ‘UAE Vision 2021.’ The Green Development initiatives comprise three core elements: sustainable transport, climate change
& energy, and improved public awareness of the Green Economy.
“Traffic and Roads Agency currently recycles building and drill-

“The Agency has developed an annual plan for the implementa-

ing constructional waste materials and reuses it in roads proj-

tion of the Green Economy initiatives. The Plan calls for promot-

ects. About 60% of these materials had been used in road con-

ing public awareness of the Green Economy through a variety of

struction projects in 2017. RTA had managed to achieve this rate

channels including ‘Salama’ Magazine published by the Agency

thanks to the implementation of several initiatives highlighted

each month. It also encourages the use of advanced technol-

by the coordination between projects undertaken by the agency

ogies and smart apps in delivering services, which reduces the

towards using surplus drilling materials in other projects, rather

carbon footprint by reducing the number of journeys made by cli-

than dumping them in waste landfill. The step cuts the use of

ents to RTA’s service centres. The Agency is working tirelessly to

natural resources, saves transportation costs, and reduces car-

support the ‘Green Purchase’ system through encouraging part-

bon emissions,” said Eng. Maitha bin Adai, CEO of Traffic and

ners and suppliers of RTA to comply with the standards aimed at

Roads Agency.

protecting the environment,” concluded Maitha.
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RTA launches 9th Public Transport Day
coinciding with its 13th anniversary
His Excellency Sheikh Nahyan bin Mubarak Al Nahyan, Cabinet Member and Minister of Tolerance; HE Mattar Al Tayer, Director-General and Chairman of the Board of Executive Directors
of Roads and Transport Authority (RTA); and HE Khalifa Mohammed Al Suwaidi, General Coordinator of the World Tolerance Summit, have attended RTA’s celebrations of Public Transport
Day initiative held at Etisalat Metro Station in Dubai.
A bunch of multi-national children was at the station to receive the said

to Etisalat Station. Sheikh Nahyan chatted with Metro riders taking part in

dignitaries upon arrival at the Station. Al Tayer presented to Sheikh Na-

the human series and praised their role in showing the public the impor-

hyan the first exclusive nol card featuring a design commemorating the

tance of using public transport in the daily mobility of people.

Year of Zayed. Sheikh Nahyan then received the Guinness World Records

Al Tayer briefed Sheikh Nahyan on the objectives of the Public

certificate for the most nationalities in a human chain of (96) nationalities,

Transport Day initiative launched by RTA in 2010. The initiative

which emulates the superb diversity and peaceful co-existence charac-

promotes the role of Dubai in supporting the efforts to improve

terizing the UAE. Sheikh Nahyan posed for photos with the team of the

the environment and achieve sustainable development. It seeks to

Public Transport Day. RTA organized this event in cooperation with the

encourage people to use public transit means through familiarizing

Ministry of Tolerance and the International Institute for Tolerance. Sheikh

them with the benefits of public transport. At the same, it promotes

Nahyan, Al Tayer and Al Suwaidi then boarded the Dubai Metro at Etisalat

RTA’s modern public transport means and contributes to the inte-

Station, passed by four stations up to the HQ Station, and from there back

gration of various transit modes.
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Awarding Partners

toum, Dubai Crown Prince and Chairman of the Executive Council; and

As part of RTA’s celebrations of Public Transport Day, Al Tayer honoured

HH Sheikh Maktoum bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Deputy

RTA’s strategic partners comprising public entities and media organisa-

Ruler of Dubai and Deputy Chairman of the Executive Council, for their

tions in recognition of their efforts and effective contribution to RTA’s

follow-up of RTA business since inception. He noted that the support

drive. He also awarded 50 distinguished taxi drivers as part of the Taxi

and guidance of their highnesses was the key driver of RTA’s successes.

Excellence Awards of the Dubai Taxi Corporation, and the most fre-

Al Tayer also thanked the strategic partners for their efforts and sup-

quent users of public transport means.

port, rendering RTA one of the most advanced and excellent entities

Attendees of the felicitation ceremony, which was held at Jumeirah

at the local and international levels. He also commended the role of

Beach Hotel, included HE Major General Abdullah Khalifa Al Marri,

various types of mass media in briefing the public about the projects

Commander-in-Chief of Dubai Police; HE Dawood Al Hajri, Director

and initiatives of RTA. He pledged to elevate this partnership to the

General of Dubai Municipality; HE Ahmed Khoury, Director General of

next level of enhanced communication and coordination in delivering

the Federal Transport Authority - Land & Maritime; Juma Mohammed

the vision of our government.

Humaidan, Deputy Director General of the Department of Land and
Property, and several senior officials from public entities and the media.

Best Drivers

Al Tayer paid tribute to the directives and support accorded by HH

A video was shown during the event narrating RTA’s achievements.

Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice-President and Prime

Al Tayer then honoured the strategic partners: Ministry of Interior,

Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai, to RTA plans and projects. He

Federal Transport Authority - Land and Maritime, Dubai Police Gen-

also thanked HH Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al Mak-

eral HQ, Dubai Department of Finance, Dubai Electricity and Wa-

ter Authority, Dubai Municipality, Dubai Land Department, and the

was Cesar Medina, the fourth was Anvarm Sadath, and the fifth was Ali

Dubai Future Foundation.

Al Jaber (People of Determination).

Al Tayer also felicitated media organisations in the UAE and supporters

Additionally, Al Tayer honoured the five most frequent public trans-

of the Public Transport Day, namely: At The Top Burj Khalifa, Samsung,

port riders amongst RTA employees, based on the period 22 Octo-

Fly Dubai, Majid Al Futtaim, Global Village, Cannon, and Serco (opera-

ber - 1 November. The winner was Ahmed Fatouh Suleiman who got

tor of Dubai Metro and Tram).

AED20,000, and the runner-up was Nabeel Ibrahim Sayed Abu Taleb

About 50 drivers from Dubai Taxi Corp and franchise companies were

who received AED15,000. The third was Al Tayeb Al Zeer Al Tayeb, the

awarded under the annual Taxi Drivers Excellence Award held by the

fourth was Khaled Abdul Aziz Mahmoud Al Borno, and the fifth was

RTA for the best drivers. The Award intends to motivate taxi drivers to

Mohammed Ismail.

excel in serving customers, step up compliance with the job and traf-

On November 1, Dubai’s Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) cele-

fic rules, and boost customers’ satisfaction rating. Driver Mohammed

brates the 9th edition of the Public Transport Day initiative. The event,

Zuwaid Shaiper, from the Dubai Taxi Corporation, was honoured for his

which coincides with the 13th anniversary of RTA, aims to support

positive attitude and assisting a person in obtaining a parking ticket. He

Dubai’s efforts to improve the environment and achieve sustainable

also honoured winners of quizzes on the Public Transport Day.

development. The Public Transport Day is also meant to encourage

Al Tayer also awarded the five most frequent public transport users

residents to use public transit means through familiarising them with

from the public and People of Determination as well. Two winners tied

the benefits of these means. It also offers a platform for promoting

in the first position: Elizalde Belarmino and Mohamed Abdul Kader

RTA’s modern public transport means such as the metro, tram, buses

(People of Determination), each of them got AED25,000. The third

and marine transit means as well as the integration of multi-modal
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transit means.

Green lines have served about 1.2 billion riders from the launch of

“RTA is making renewed efforts to make public transport the ideal

the service in September 2009 to the end of August last. Accord-

mobility choice of people in Dubai including citizens, residents, and

ingly, the share of public transport in peoples mobility has grown

visitors in the daily movement to work or leisure. The future plan is to

steadily from 6% in 2006 to as much as 17% in 2017, and the RTA

improve the infrastructure and efficiency of public transport means and

is seeking to push it to 30% by 2030,” added Al Tayer.

offer more smart services to the public,” said HE Mattar Al Tayer, Direc-

said Ahmed Bahrozyan, CEO of Public Transport Agency cum

tor-General and Chairman of the Board of Executive Directors of RTA.

Chairman of the Organising Committee of RTA’s Public Transport

RTA had made considerable progress in Route 2020 Project involving

Day Events.

the extension of the Dubai Metro Red Line to the site of Expo. Con-

“Moreover, using public transport means in Dubai during the lead-

struction works in all metro viaducts are scheduled for completion in

up of the campaign starting on October 22nd and continuing up to

the second half of November. The first of the new Dubai Metro trains

1st November (The Public Transport Day) will earn triple the Loy-

is expected to arrive in Dubai in the same month. The trial run of trains

alty Points of nol Plus. Thus, it boosts the chances of winning cash

will start in Feb 2020,” said Al Tayer.

prizes and rewards,” he said.

“RTA is planning to widen the bus network to cover 20 new areas

“The event will involve the mobility of the largest possible number of

and improve the current services across the city based on critical

multi-national riders comprising the biggest number of nationalities at

demographic changes by 2020. The number of air-conditioned

Etisalat Metro Station; with the aim of Breaking a Guinness World Re-

bus stops will increase from 623 to 787 in 2020, and the number

cord. Other events will be held such as Catching up with Celebrities and

of buses will rise from 1507 to 1917 by 2020. RTA will also revamp

Stars as a means of encouraging the public to use mass transit means.

the marine transit modes, which saw considerable growth follow-

A lot of prizes will be distributed to participants,” added Bahrozyan.

ing the opening of the Dubai Water Canal linking the Business Bay

For the first time, the People of Determination will have a superb

Canal with the Arabian Gulf.

opportunity to take part in the event as of October 22 similar to oth-

“The public transport network has become the backbone of peo-

er public transport users where all will have the chance to win prizes

ple mobility in Dubai. The number of public transport riders has

for frequent use of public transport use. On 25 October, A number

soared from 163m riders in 2006 to 551m riders in 2017. From

of People of Determination (from government entities in Dubai) will

January to the end of September this year, the public transport

assemble at Rashidiya Metro Station, and will then be escorted in a

network has attracted 410m riders. The Dubai Metro Red and

journey to Jafiliya Metro Station and from there to Etihad Museum

on public buses.

on the Move Challenge, which will make the difference amongst uni-

Upon arrival at the Museum, the participants will be divided into six

versity students. It involves students using public transport modes,

teams, under the supervision of a trained team of volunteers, into Met-

taking one-minute video footage and sending it to RTA’s social media

ro, Tram, Taxi, Buses, Water Transport, and RTA Services. Workshops

channels. The Challenge will start on October 22 and winners will be

will be held where one of the visually impaired youths; he is an activist

announced on the Public Transport Day.

in the People of Determination affairs and regular user of public trans-

Another contest (nol matching halves), which involves two partic-

port will deliver a lecture. The participants will then be offered a tour of

ipants among public transport riders; each has a nol card bearing

the Museum.

half an image of a gift. Each contestant has to search for the other.

Tourists will take part in this community-oriented event by Moving

Should the holder of one half of the gift’s image fail to find the hold-

Hands Free. Dubz Company, a specialist in luggage movers, will lift the

er of the other half, he or she can post an image of the Card onto

luggage of 100 tourists from the Airport to any place in Dubai on the

the Instagram along with the hashtag (#WeMoveTogether) of the

first day of November. Each tourist will be offered a nol card to offer

contest to be able to look for the holder of the other half of the gift

them the experience of entering the city without handheld luggage

image. Once they meet, they need to contact the dial-free number

while in the metro or buses.

(8009090) and the Call Center will lead them to the specific place

The 9th edition of the Public Transport Day features a Being Creative

for receiving the award at the premises of the RTA.
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The biggest volunteering initiative
in support of Day for Dubai

Dubai’s Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) has carried out a massive volunteering initiative aimed to
register a Guinness World Record for the largest number of participants in folding long-sleeve shirts.
Attendees of the event, which was held at Zabeel Park in Dubai, included HE Mattar Al Tayer, Director-General and Chairman of the Board of Executive Directors of RTA and HE Abdullah Al Basti, Secretary General of the Dubai Executive Council.
Participants in the event, which is part of RTA’s ‘Kiswat Khair’ (Clothes for Good’ initiative, included 850 volunteers from RTA and
ten from public and private entities in Dubai. The step is taken in

foster the spirit of volunteering in the UAE community through

support of the ‘Day for Dubai’ humanitarian initiative launched

unconventional means.

by HH Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum,

Volunteers have managed to recycle 35 thousand garments,

Dubai Crown Prince and Chairman of the Executive Council, to

pressed 1400 shirts and wrapped them in Black & White packs

bearing a mosaic emulating the logo of Year of Zayed. It is a

the collection and distribution of clothes donated.

gesture of loyalty and gratitude to the founding leader the late

The initiative aims to assist the needy in underprivileged coun-

Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan and his humanitarian work,

tries through mustering efforts of volunteers from RTA and be-

not only in the UAE but also in other countries. Attempts to break

yond. The teams were engaged in reconditioning and recycling

the Guinness World Record in several events, including humani-

of uniforms. They used the tools provided to sort out, cut, mod-

tarian events, is a great motivator of humanitarian and social ini-

ify, repair, clean, press and wrapped the uniforms in a fine shape

tiatives in support of the needy in the least developed countries.

befitting the intended humanitarian objective. The items was

‘Kiswat Khair’ initiative held by RTA for the second year in a

made ready for distribution to beneficiaries in coordination with

row has attracted the participation of several leading public and

Global Textile FZE.

private entities in Dubai. The list includes Dubai Police, Dubai

It is worth mentioning that His Highness Sheikh Hamdan bin

Health Authority, Dubai Civil Defence Directorate, Dubai Corpo-

Mohammed Al Maktoum launched the Day for Dubai initiative in

ration for Ambulance Services, Al Futtaim Automobiles, Emir-

December 2017. It aims at embedding the spirit of volunteering

ates Airlines, Al Magroudi, Federal Authority for Identity and

through dedicating one day each year for volunteering activities.

Citizenship, Dubai Women Association and Dar Al Ber Society.

Volunteers are urged to donate part of their time to activities be-

Each of these entities has donated their uniforms for recycling

fitting their talents and skills or engage in volunteering activity in

and participated with volunteers. Dar Al Ber Society catered to

conjunction with community service entities.
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Customers Council mulls
upgrading public bus services

RTA launches Pilot Project for Intelligent Pedestrians & Cycling Lighting
and visits Philips Lighting in France
Dubai’s Roads and Transport Authority (RTA), in conjunction with Philips Lighting, has launched
a pilot project at Jumeirah Corniche. The Project aims to identify the benefits of implementing
the Intelligent Pedestrian and Cycling Track Lighting System at Jumeirah Corniche. The system
adapts the luminary level to the need and movement of road users.
Explaining the system, Eng. Maitha bin Adai, CEO of Traffic and

of Traffic and Roads Agency, headed RTA’s delegation that also

Roads Agency, said, “The system uses specialised sensors that

included Eng. Nabil Mohammed Saleh, Director of Roads, as

monitor the traffic movement on the road and controls the light

well as a host of managers and specialists. The Center is one of

intensity. It communicates and sets the nearby lighting poles

the prominent global platforms for exhibiting the latest practical

ready for the passage of road users. Thus, it contributes to power

applications of outdoor lighting.

saving and at the same time ensures a safe lighting level for pe-

“The visit was made in the context of the MoU signed between

destrians and road users.”

RTA and Philips Lighting in May 2017 that calls for building a stra-

In the same context, an RTA delegation visited the Outdoor

tegic partnership in scientific research. It called specifically for

Lighting Applications Center (OLAC) at Philips Lighting in Leon,

reviewing the latest technologies of street lights, architectural

France to acquaint with the latest trends of intelligent lighting

lighting and smart systems for city development,” said Bin Adai.

technologies developed by Philips. Eng. Maitha bin Adai, CEO

“The cooperation through Public-Private Partnerships (PPP) in

Roads and Transport Authority’s Customer Council has held its 95th Session for the first time
at Al Rashidiya Bus Station in Dubai. Hordes of bus commuters from various community segments attended the session entitled “Public Transport Services: We Excel for You”.
Mohammed Obaid Al-Mulla, RTA’s Board Member of the Board

vices delivered. Therefore, we are keen on holding such sessions

of Executive Directors and Chairman of Customer Council,

in various places, including RTA’s headquarters, district councils,

chaired the session in the presence of Customer Council mem-

Majlis of some dignitaries, social institutions and others to reach

bers as well as directors and managers and representatives of all

out to clients and public transport riders including tourists.

sectors. RTA staffs responded to inquiries suggestions and ideas

He heeded to several observations, ideas and suggestions pre-

raised by clients in attendance of this open session.

sented by attendees, like easing the services provided for au-

Al-Mulla was delighted with the intense turnout at the session,

tistics and people of determination to raise their satisfaction,

which obviously reflects the interaction of clients from a broad

consider the possibility of increasing dedicated bus & taxi lanes

spectrum of the community and multi-nationalities with RTA’s

across Dubai, increase awareness workshops to educate schools

mass transit services including public buses. He highlighted the

and university students about using electronic and smart ap-

importance of bus service that is considered a key component of

plications of public transport. Al-Mulla noted that such a drive

integrated mass transit network in Dubai.

would increase the public transport riders using smart apps and

“RTA is always keen to delight mass transit users and other ser-

transit systems, which in turn would increase the ridership of

vice recipients and seeks to raise their satisfaction with the ser-

public transit means.

scientific and research fields contributes to the pioneering ef-

the pilot project revealed savings as much as 40%, besides the

forts, and realises the Government’s vision for innovation and

savings of LED technology. If the comparison was made with

envisioning the future,” she noted.

projects using conventional lighting, the saving would rise from

The provisional readings obtained for measuring the results of

70% to 80%.
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‘Your Life is worth more than a phone
call,’ a message is written in Lego Blocks
Dubai’s Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) has achieved a Guinness World Record by
compiling the biggest awareness message using Lego Blocks.
Eng. Maitha bin Adai, CEO of RTA’s Traffic and Roads Agency

event contributes to achieving RTA’s KPI in traffic safety and (0)

received a certificate to this effect from the office of Guinness

fatality per 100,000 of the population. During the period 2008-

Records Book at the site of the event in Dubai Festival City. Eng.

2015, we have managed to reduce the fatality rate of traffic ac-

Maitha participated with students and shoppers in placing Lego

cidents by as much as 82%. The rate receded by 22% during

Blocks in the plaque reflecting the awareness message: ‘Your

2015-2017. Overall, the traffic fatality rate dipped from 21.7

Life is worth more than a phone call.’

cases per 100,000 of the population in 2007 to 2.5 cases per

“The underlying objective of this achievement is to send a loud &

100,000 of the population last year (2017).

clear awareness message to motorists cautioning them against

“The Agency has coordinated with Guinness Office in Dubai to en-

the risks of using of using phones while driving. Traffic studies

sure the procedures of registering a new world record that serves

indicate that the probability of traffic accidents where motorists

the traffic awareness programmes and reduces traffic-related fatal-

are using mobile phones while driving is four times higher than

ities and injuries. Indicators reveal that using the phone while driving

those not using it,” said Maitha.

may be a direct contributor to the majority of traffic accidents. The

“We were keen to ensure that this awareness message is cre-

use of mobile phone during driving is equivalent to driving under the

ative, attractive and has a global implication. It is intended to

influence of alcohol and drugs. The response of motorists using mo-

serve the Dubai Traffic Safety Strategy endorsed by His High-

bile phone is delayed by 50% compared to the response of drivers

ness Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum

not using phones while driving,” explained Maitha.

this year, comprising four pillars highlighted by traffic safety. This

“The awareness message “Your Life worth more than a phone

A workshop to highlight Dubai
Government new HR Law 8/2018

Roads & Transport Authority (RTA), in conjunction with the Human Recourses Department of
Dubai Government has organised an awareness workshop about the Dubai Government’s Human Resources Law No. 8/2018 (New Edition). The workshop took place at RTA’s Headquarter
during a visit by a delegation from the HR Dep’t.

“The new HR law primarily aims at ensuring the career stabil-

covered four topics, namely the key pillars of the Law, the struc-

ity of all Dubai Government employees. It seeks to boost the

tural layout of the Law, additions made, and the next steps,”

overall performance of government employees, and encourage

added Al-Falasi.

them to excel and be creative; a strategic objective of the Gov-

Among the key features of the Law is that it is comprehensive,

ernment,” said Mansour Al-Falasi, Director of Human Resources

flexible & responsive HR structures, cares for talents & fu-

and Development, at RTA’s Corporate Administrative Support

ture competencies. It fosters the values of institutional culture,

Services Sector.

teamwork, Emiratization, best global practices, job stability and

200 employees attended the workshop, where the delegation

HR empowerment.

addressed the key changes of the new Law. The presentation

Additions to the Law include new recruitment methods, which

call” reflects in short and strong words the risks of using the mo-

A large part of activities ere meant for children. RTA provid-

bile phone to the life of the driver as well as road users. More

ed them with a large plaque for signing a letter of undertaking

than 20,000 Lego Blocks were used to write the awareness

that they will alert their parents if and when they use the phone

message in both Arabic and English. About 140,000 Lego

while driving. RTA explained the new app of ‘Salama’ magazine

Blocks were used to make the plaque at the site of the event.

including uploading on smartphones and the main benefits for

“The key awareness activities held in Dubai Festival City involved

children. Students and children completed a survey about ‘Sala-

the participation of the public and students invited to insert the

ma’ Smart App and made some remarks on the new updates.

Lego blocks in place to complete the awareness message. Gifts

During the event, RTA provided a driving simulator offering driv-

were distributed along with an educative leaflet narrating in a

ing training in a virtual environment, which was well received by

concise & scientific way the risks of using the phone while driv-

visitors of the center who also completed surveys reflecting their

ing,” added Maitha.

satisfaction with the event.

involves several aspects such as teleworking, temporary ap-

ers issues like the delegation of authorities, transfer, deputation,

pointment, recruitment conditions, probationary period, internal

secondment, end-of-service, and leaves. The Law also tackles

nomination and job evaluation.

issues of personal and practical relevance to the life of employee

The Law endorses the enablement of the People of Determina-

as well as the enhancement of employee performance, satisfac-

tion to facilitate the delivery of jobs assigned to them. It also cov-

tion and happiness.
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RTA’s Women Committee runs Abra
Caravan to mark Pink October initiative
The Women Committee at Dubai’s Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) took part in the Pink October 2018 initiative aiming at raising the public awareness about breast cancer through different
activities. The Committee organised a Pink Caravan of 11 abras from Jaddaf Marine Station to the
Dubai Water Canal Station. The initiative is a gesture of support from the RTA to organisers of the
Breast Cancer Awareness Campaign held quarterly all over the UAE.
“RTA is always keen on taking part and supporting communal

Dubai as the happiest city worldwide,” said Ms. Moaza Al Marri,

activities and events, as part of its internal strategy to devel-

Director of Marketing & Corporate Communication, RTA. “RTA is

op the human resources in general and females employees in

committed to supporting such community-oriented events out

particular, in line with the government plans aimed at ranking

of its corporate social responsibility (CSR) to all community seg-

A workshop on Health, Safety and
Works Continuity for driving centres
The Monitoring and Enforcement Department along with the Quality, Health and Safety Office
at RTA’s Licensing Agency have held a workshop about health, safety and works continuity for
driving centres in Dubai. Driving Centers in attendance included Dubai Driving Center, Al Ahli
Driving Center, Emirates Driving Institute, Belhasa Driving Center, Galadari Motor Driving Center and Dubai International Driving Center as well as Emirates Transport.
“RTA is keen to enhance the performance of Health & Safety

service providers such as driving centres and external parties

and Business Continuity in all business units and workplaces of

that have common business with the RTA like the Emirates

ments, and its annual participation in the Breast Cancer Aware-

Media commentator Ms. Diayla Ali moderated a session with

ness Campaign,” she noted.

Dr. Kazim attended by scores of RTA’s female staffs, and mem-

The Women Committee has held other events at RTA’s Head Of-

bers of Women Committee as well as Breast Friends of Al Jalila

fice including hosting Dr. Horiya Kazim, holder of UK Oncology

Foundation in Dubai. The session hosted one of the breast can-

Surgery Fellowship and Breast and Reconstructive Surgery Spe-

cer survivors who narrated her story with the disease until she

cialist. Dr. Kazim is also a winner of the Inspiring Businesswoman

has finally recovered by the Grace of God. At the end of the ses-

Award for Medicine at the 2014 Arab Women Awards, UAE.

sion, a raffle draw was made for valuable prizes.

Transport,” said Moosa Al Raeesi, Director of Monitoring and

driving centers. Such a step will enhance the cooperation and

Enforcement at RTA’s Licensing Agency.

maintain the image of Dubai in traffic safety and accidents man-

“Issues discussed in the workshop included risk management,

agement,” added Al Raeesi.

disaster management, response to accidents, investigation, and

A presentation explaining the procedures of data entry and the

measurement of business disruption along with its cumulative

reporting of serious accidents in the internal system of the RTA.

effects. The Workshop also stressed the importance of reporting

Attendees praised the lecture and benefits achieved. They also

accidents sustained by vehicles of driving institutes along with

hailed the cooperation of the Monitoring and Enforcement De-

associated injuries, and investigations ought to be carried out by

partment and the procedures of reporting accidents in RTA’s in-

Centers to avoid offences.”

ternal system. They also commended RTA’s continuous efforts

“The workshop discussed procedures of entering accident de-

to improve monitoring & enforcement measures in collaboration

tails in RTA’s internal system and the reporting of accidents by

with the operating driving centres for the safety of all.
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DIPMF attracts
diverse sponsors

Its theme is ‘Building Nations’
The 5th Dubai International Project Management Forum (DIMPF) (8-11 Dec 2018) held by the Roads
and Transport Authority (RTA) has attracted a host of diverse sponsors representing local, regional
and international entities. The lineup of sponsors includes business, trading, industrial, and service
entities with immense experience in their respective business domains. The event is co-organised by
DEWA, DP World, Emaar Properties and the Projects Management Institute (PMI).
“Since its first edition in 2014, the Forum has succeeded in at-

“The upcoming edition of the Forum has attracted ten sponsors

tracting scores of Project Managers, specialists and sponsors

namely, FAMCO (Strategic Transport Sponsor), Larsen and Toubro

from all over the world. The theme of the 5th edition is (Build-

Construction (Strategic Sponsor), Falconcity of Wonders (platinum

ing Nations) echoes the Centennial of the late Sheikh Zayed bin

sponsor), and Dubai Municipality (Gold Sponsor). Systra, Alstom,

Sultan Al Nahyan, the founder of the nation and engineer of the

and UAE Exchange joined as Silver Sponsors, in addition to other

UAE federation. 2018 also marks the nation-wide celebrations

sponsors such as Parsons, AECOM and B-Software.”

of the Year of Zayed,” said Ms. Laila Faridoon, Executive Direc-

“The participation of numerous sponsors representing key lo-

tor of the Office of RTA’s Director General and Chairman of the

cal and international businesses in the field of PM will enrich

Board of Executive Directors cum Chairperson of the Organising

this pioneering experience; which has been making successive

Committee of the DIPMF.

achievements from Day 1.

Delighted Sponsors

Manager of Falconcity of Wonders.

“In line with our partnership with RTA, we, at Al Futtaim Auto &

“Dubai is a modern-day wonder and the ultimate model of pros-

Machinery Co. (FAMCO), are pleased to join the Forum as a Stra-

perity. It is a city of continuous evolution steered by visionary and

tegic Transport Sponsor and offer a significant contribution to the

inspiring leaders. It impresses people around the globe; which

success of the event. Being the sole distributor of Volvo products

has fueled a continuous flow of visitors and expatriate residents.

in the UAE, including trucks, buses, and construction equipment,

The city is developing a tradition of untold innovation like no oth-

FAMCO is always keen on supporting the activities and initia-

er, and opening new avenues of development,” added Al Moosa.

tives of the RTA. It is part of our belief in the role of the authority

“The Dubai Municipality has the honour to join the sponsors

which plays a pivotal role not only in transport but also in other

of this current edition of the Forum as Gold Sponsor out of its

vital sectors and urbanisation. Our participation in the Forum of-

keenness to support such vital events that support the profile

fers a great opportunity to keep pace with the latest trends and

of Dubai as a global hub for conventions and exhibitions,” said

products of Volvo Group in transport and share knowledge with

Marwan Al Mohammed, CEO, Engineering and Planning Sector,

the pioneers of the industry worldwide,” said Vladimir Knezevic,

Dubai Municipality.

Managing Director, FAMCO

“The Forum will boost the spirit of excellence and innovation

“Dubai had been a quiet trading point and fishing village but

in this vital field, which will support the sustained urbanisation

has turned in record time into one of the top metropolitan

Dubai and the UAE. We will work together to make Dubai the

cities offering a proud living experience to residents and visi-

happiest city in the world. The Forum, which is shaping up into an

tors. Dubai is still making incessant growth and has captured

iconic event, has vindicated the ability of organisers to attracted

the attention of the world thanks to its relentless innovative

thought leaders from the public and private sectors in a variety of

spirit,” said Salem Ahmad Al Moosa, Chairman and General

disciplines,” he added.
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Taking part in Dubai PreOwned Boat Show with Abra

Roads and Transport Authority (RTA), for the seventh year in a row, is taking part in the Dubai
Pre-Owned Boat Show 2018. The event to be held at the Dubai Creek Marina by the Dubai Creek
Golf & Yacht Club from 8th-10th November 2018 is the first of its type in the region and is open
for buyers and vendors from all over the Middle East.
“RTA is exhibiting and operating abras during the show to pro-

marine transit services amongst visitors & tourists of the Club in

mote the marine transport services in Dubai. Our aim is to lure

the interests of both parties over the long run. It also provides

potential investors interested in chartering boats through long-

for the Club to designate one marina to be used as a water taxi

term contracts,” said Nazim Faisal, Director of Marine Transport

station to serve visitors of the Park Hyatt Hotel situated within

at RTA’s Public Transport Agency.

the Club,” he continued.

“RTA is also taking part in the event as a sponsor in the context of

Nazim stressed the keenness of the Public Transport Agency to

furthering cooperation with the Dubai Creek Golf & Yacht Club.

take part in all events within the UAE or beyond as they offer

The agreement signed between the Public Transport Agency

a platform for marketing its advanced service packages to the

and the Dubai Golf Club in Jan 2012 calls for promoting RTA’s

public including residents, visitors and tourists.

RTA briefs Zayed Housing on internal
audit and corporate governance practices

Dubai’s Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) has received a delegation from Sheikh Zayed
Housing Programme and briefed it about the best practices of internal audit and corporate governance applied by RTA. The visit was part of RTA’s strategy of sharing expertise and knowledge with all federal and local government bodies in the UAE.
“Officials of Zayed Housing were keen to acquaint themselves

tify the governance audit fields under the Annual Audit Plan. It

with RTA’s governance and audit standards that foster integrity,

also spotlighted the counselling services provided to organiza-

transparency, justice, and accountability environment. The visi-

tional units in matters related to audit and control to verify their

tors also aimed to exchange corporate governance expertise un-

compliance with policies and regulations in force. The presenta-

der the context of sharing knowledge between the two parties,”

tion touched on policies & principles of corporate governance,

said Abdullah Al Jawi, Director of RTA’s Internal Audit.

internal control, and Anti-Fraud.

The gathering started with a visual presentation about RTA’s

At the end of the session, the two parties engaged in questions

organizational chart and its organizational units responsible for

and queries involving a rich exchange of ideas and information.

overseeing governance practices.

The visiting delegation hailed RTA’s internal audit and corporate

The presentation shed light on the responsibilities of governance

governance experience, considering it catalyst for better cooper-

audit comprising the internal audit of strategic activities to iden-

ation and integration between the two sides in this field
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